Welcome to Rochester!

You are here!
Getting around Rochester

• U of R has its own bus lines
  • [https://www.rochester.edu/parking/shuttles/#summer2023-shuttles](https://www.rochester.edu/parking/shuttles/#summer2023-shuttles)
  • Green Line can be used to get to run your errands
    • Offered Tuesday, Wednesday & Saturday
    • Pick up and drop off at Rush Rhees Library on Campus
    • Stops at:
      • Supermarket (Wegmans)
      • Target
      • Walmart/Regal Cinemas/International Food Market

• Orange/Blue Line
  • Runs Monday-Friday
  • Makes stops throughout the South Wedge, Park Avenue, and downtown Eastman School of Music Campus

• Uber & Lyft are also easy to use in the area.

• There are also bike lanes/ a trail along the Genesee River that you can take to downtown or all the way out to some of the suburbs along the canal!
  • Visit Pittsford or Fairport on a scenic weekend bike ride along the canal path!
A short walk from campus!

- **College Town**
  - Restaurants
  - CVS
  - Starbucks
  - U of R Barnes & Noble

- **Green Space**
  - Genesee Valley Park
  - Highland Park
    - Check out Lamberton Conservatory and the Sunken Garden
  - Mount Hope Cemetery
    - Grave sites of Frederick Douglas and Susan B. Anthony
The South Wedge
(a slighter longer walk from campus)

- **The South Wedge**
  - Neighborhood with restaurants and small shops
  - Abundance Food Co-op
    - Small grocery shop focusing on local products
  - Hedonist Ice cream
    - Artisanal small batch ice cream
  - Boulder Coffee Co
    - Local coffee shop
  - Highland Park Diner
    - Retro-local favorite diner
Park Ave, NOTA & Downtown

- **Park Ave**
  - Street full of restaurants
    - The Red Fern- great vegan food
    - Pittsford dairy barn-another local great ice cream shop!
    - The Chai Guy- chai & coffee shop
  - A couple of streets over (Monroe) you can find:
    - Dogtown (best hot dogs & source of garbage plates in ROC)
    - Han Noodle Bar-delicious & cheap Asian fare

- **Neighborhood of the Arts & East Ave**
  - Check out the Memorial Art Gallery, Eastman Museum and Gardens, & the Science Museum!

- **Downtown**
  - Ugly Duck Coffee-Best coffee shop in Rochester, grab one of their coffee slushies or cold brew to cool off!
  - Java’s is a favorite of the Eastman school of Music students (right next door to the music school)- they have great pastries and sandwiches (during the week)
  - Visit The Pawsitive Cat Café to play and snuggle with cats
  - Also check out the Museum of Play while you’re downtown!